Where to for Foundation and Bridging Education?

Lisa Maurice-Takerei
“FABENZ exists to provide a shared platform for tertiary educators across the sector to work to promote foundation and bridging education as a means of empowering and creating success for learners, their families and communities, and for society and the economy.”
Some history ..... 

• Bridging education in NZ  
  Dates/purpose/student body/teaching body

• Foundation education in NZ  
  Dates/purpose/student body/teaching body

Amalgamation 2011 first conference 2012  
  Purpose/student body/teaching body
So what’s changed?

• Funding
• Student body
• Qualifications and requirements
• Points of delivery
How would we identify Foundation and Bridging education now?
• Students

• Teachers/Educators

• Location/s

• Philosophy
What’s next?